Artistry, and Affect in Computing
Deborah Fields (Utah State University), Yasmin Kafai (University of Pennsylvania), Anna Keune (University of California,
Irvine), Kylie Peppler (University of California, Irvine), Lindsay Lindberg (University of California, Los Angeles), Mia Shaw
(University of Pennsylvania), James Coleman (University of Pennsylvania), Maggie Dahn (University of California, Irvine),
David DeLiema (University of Minnesota), & Theresa Tanenbaum (University of California, Irvine)
Researchers have only recently started to investigate the phenomenology of learning to code. That is, little is known
about students’ emotional experiences with the process of learning to code and furthermore, how to design
environments that support their affective, creative, and artistic experiences with computing. At the same time, we must
not forget to consider depth and rigor in learning to code. Instead, we must consider how to provide and study more
holistic coding experiences, incorporating the social, emotional, cognitive, and creative aspects into those experiences.
In this symposium we bring together scholars focusing on four different projects in which arts and computing converge.
They consider the role of computing in traditional material arts, how students bring in unexpected means of creativity
to physical computational domains, and how to facilitate a conscious reflection of emotion in computing through
art making. What does it mean to be creative and expressive in computing and how can educators support that?
Keune and Peppler discuss fiber crafts as an origin point for computational thinking; Lindberg and Fields share how
students connected lived community experiences into imagined spaces in e-textile murals; Shaw and Coleman relate
the ways students of color restoried their geek identities in computational paper crafts; and Dahn and DeLiema describe
debugging as a source of artwork and emotional expression. In the end, Theresa Jean Tanenbaum draws on her expertise
in narrative, play, and digital technology in bringing together the various elements from each presentation into a holistic
consideration of learning experiences in computing.

Game Data Analysis to Understand Players, Design, and Learning
David Gagnon (University of Wisconsin), Vishesh Kumar (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Erik Harpstead (Carnegie
Mellon University), Elizabeth Owen (Age of Learning), Dennis Ramirez (PBS), & Stefan Slater (University of Pennsylvania)
This session intends to provide CLS attendees with a survey of how researchers and designers are working at the
intersection of video games, educational data mining, and notions of connected learning. In the first part of the
symposium, participants will hear of several projects that are using data generated from gameplay to describe and
understand their players and how the resulting analysis provides new insights for game design and new ways to describe
learning and knowing enacted within games. The session will conclude with a demonstration of an educational datamining process using live data from national audiences playing a middle school science game in schools. The panelists
and audience will discuss and critique each step of the process, from the validity of the events being recorded to the
player models that are constructed from the data.

Dungeons & Dragons, Distributed
Jeffrey B. Holmes (Arizona State University), Earl Aguilera (California State University, Fresno), & Kelly M. Tran (High
Point University)
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